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In response to the Australian Attorney-General’s Department’s Review of Australia’s Extradition Law and Practice


Submission by the Australian Privacy Foundation


About the Australian Privacy Foundation 

	The Australian Privacy Foundation is the leading non-governmental organisation dedicated to protecting the privacy rights of Australians. Relying entirely on volunteer effort, the Foundation aims to focus public attention on emerging issues which pose a threat to the freedom and privacy of Australians. The Foundation has led the fight to defend the right of individuals to control their personal information and to be free of excessive intrusions. The Foundation uses the Australian Privacy Charter as a benchmark against which laws, regulations and privacy invasive initiatives can be assessed.  For information about the Foundation and the Charter, see www.privacy.org.au 



General comments

	The Australian Privacy Foundation welcomes the initiative of the Australian Attorney-General’s Department (“AG”) in publishing the Discussions Paper for public consultation. 


	We have had the privilege of reading the submission made by the Office of the Privacy Commissioner (“OPC”). Our submission is largely an endorsement of that submission rather than a substantive submission in its own right.




 The issues

	In our view, the most important point made in the OPC's submission is that it should not be taken for granted that the exceptions made for law enforcement (“reasonably necessary for the enforcement of the criminal law”), in the IPPs, will mean that the IPPs are not relevant for the matters discussed in the AG's paper. As noted in the OPC’s submission:

 
“The Office holds that view that it is not sound privacy practice for agencies to interpret IPPs 10.1(d) and 11.1(e) too broadly.  In terms of policy, the exceptions exist to support an important public interest where there are no other practicable or less intrusive measures available.  For that reason, agencies should be careful to establish a strong link between the proposed use or disclosure and the public interest in enforcing the criminal law.”
 
5.	Indeed, should the proposal made in the AG's discussion paper to abandon the dual criminality requirement be accepted, the agencies dealing with extradition must be made aware that the law enforcement exception (“reasonably necessary for the enforcement of the criminal law“), as hinted at by the OPC, cannot be relied upon where the relevant extraditable act was not illegal under Australian law:
 
“The Office believes that allowing personal information flows to foreign countries for the purposes of enforcing foreign laws that criminalise conduct that is lawful in Australia would create an inconsistency in Australian privacy regulation, allowing personal information flows offshore that are not permitted onshore.”
 
6.	Further, we support the observation made in the OPC's submission as to the desirability of clarifying rules being introduces to ensure that there is no doubt as to when the agencies dealing with extradition are exempt from the Privacy Act 1988 (Cth).
 
“The Office submits that explicit authorisation of an agency’s information-handling activities provides a more appropriate arrangement than relying upon the criminal law enforcement exception.”
 
7.	Another important point raised in the OPC's submission is that Australian agencies ought to be careful in making sure that the states with which they share information has appropriate privacy protection in place:
 
“It would be appropriate for disclosures of personal information to other jurisdictions to be predicated on the assurance that the jurisdiction will afford privacy protections similar to those available in Australia.  In absence of privacy law in other jurisdictions, instruments such as memoranda of understanding or administrative agreements could be pursued, if they are not already in place”
 
8.	To conclude, the Australian Privacy Foundation agrees with the OPC in its call for a robust privacy framework for extradition.
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